Abstract-In this paper, a new classifier, based on multi-subswarm PSO algorithm, is proposed. Natural number coding is used in the classifier to avoid the updating inconvenience of binary encoding that has different properties dimensions. Classification is done by parallel search of multi-sub-swarm PSO algorithm. According to the characteristics of the coal mine gas emission concentration data, an extraction model is constructed of classification rules of coal gas emission concentration. The results showed that this classifier have high prediction accuracy rate, and the gas emission concentration rules, extracted from its rule space using this classifier, run efficiency significantly with less redundancy.
INTRODUCTION
Particle Swarm Optimization [1] is a swarm intelligence optimization algorithms [2, 3] based on the theory of stochastic optimization. Being composed of simple individuals and through interaction between individuals, particle swarm produces unpredictable behavior on using the local information.
Purely from a biological point of view, the particles in the evolution of process should have four characteristic as follow: 1. Convergence. All the particles in motion move to the optimum particle. 2. Exclusion. With exclusion, swarm will be able to maintain the diversity. 3. Learnability. This feature includes the particle learn from the other neighbors and from the swarm. 4. Memory. Memory is the basis of all the features.
Inspired by these features, we propose the vertical parameter PSO in literature [4] . In the algorithm, with evolutionary process the particles dynamic cluster to form the small sub-swarm through the exchange of information between individuals, and the small sub-swarm dynamic cluster to merge into swarm through the mutual exchange information between sub-swarms. So the algorithm keeps the diversity of particle sub-swarm and improves learning ability of the particles.
Based on vertical parameters PSO Algorithm, we propose a multi-sub-swarm PSO classification algorithm in this paper, which search the best classification rules by clustering and classification in the rule space. As having parallel multi-point search feature, multi-sub-swarm PSO classification algorithm ensure that the best rules are extracted with the minimum redundancy rules, and that is applied to coal mine emission concentration classification rule extraction.
II. THE CLASSIFICATION RULE EXTRACTION BASED ON MSSPSO ALGORITHM TYPE STYLE AND FONTS

A. Particle Coding
Let D be the classification problem that will be solved, class C be the category attribute and N be the characteristic attribute. A particle represents a rule, and particle swarm does the rule set. Literature [5] uses real-coded, and particle dimension is 2*C*N, as (1) below. 1  2  1  2 , , , , , , ,
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. Rule pair real-coded is used in Literature [6] [7] [8] , that is a (l i ,u i ) pair constituting a particle the ith dimension component. Here l i and u i are the left and right borders of the ith dimension component.
There are two models in particle binary coding, such as Holland's Michigan model [9] and De Jong's Pittsburgh model [10, 11] . Literature [12, 13] use the Michigan model binary coding. As particles characteristic attributes are a range of real numbers, and the binary codes have different length, the encoding also includes a categories attribute, which does not participate in the evolution. The binary coding form is as follow formula (2) and N +1 dimensional decimal transformed form as follow formula (3) .
Here, (x i ) B represents the binary code of x i , C k represents the kth categories. Corresponding to the particle encoding, and each dimension component of speed coding is required to participate in the evolution, speed encoding thus have n dimensional component in which there is not class attribute. N dimensional form can be expressed as follow:
In summary, as the binary codes have different length and the rule pair real-coded have the left and right borders, using Holland or Michigan models binary coding can International Workshop on Cloud Computing and Information Security (CCIS 2013) shaped like literature [12, 13] in which encoded form could easily lead to confusion in the calculation and could not conducive to calculate vertical parameters such as the approximation degree and the position degree.
Thus, combining advantages of these two kinds of particles encoding, particle-coded use natural number coding in MSSPSO classification algorithm. That is, for continuous attributes, the data set is required preprocessing to a discrete attribute value. Particle-coded and speed-coded are as formula (3) and (5). Where, x i is the ith characteristic attributes category after discretization and C k is the kth category of the dataset which do not participate in evolution.
B. Fitness Function
The common measure used to evaluate the performance of classification rules is classification error rate that is the ratio of classification error in the dataset to all classification. However, we consider the corresponding classification success rate, the sum of which and the error rate is 1. So the following concepts [14] are introduced. For a classification, the correct classification can be divided into the true positive(TP) and the true negative (TN), and misclassification error can be divided into the false positive(FP) and false negatives(FN). Therefore, the specificity and the sensitivity are defined as follows.
The product of the sensitivity and the specificity is often used to measure overall classification, and can be used as fitness measuring performance of classification rules as follow.
Therefore, we use formula (8) as classification rule fitness [15] .
C. Classifier Design
The number of categories is fixed in classification problem, and the MSSPSO algorithm is a multi-sub-swarm, dynamic clustering and adaptive parallel algorithms, so the category has been unable to determine by the sub-swarm in the particles search space, i.e. rule space. From the particles encoding and fitness function representation, a sub-swarm search for an optimal rule and multiple sub-swarm do multiple rules. The particles with different categories will be belonging to different swarm as the categories attribute does not participate in the evolution. In particle evolution there are two evolutionary manners that are parallel search, which simultaneously search for different categories, and serial search, which sequentially for categories.
As particles encoding is natural number, the speed of particles is continuous quantity. The position of particle is rounded as formula (9) and (10), and the fitness function is as formula (8) .
For dataset D in which the category attribute is C and the characteristic attribute is N, the rules search space is N+1 dimension, the ith particle of which is a N+1 dimension vector as follow.
where, i=1,2,3,…,n, k=1,2,…,C, and x ij are the natural numbers.
Classification algorithm based MSSPSO process is shown in Figure 1 . Step 1 is data cleansing that is preprocessing the data set. The key is making the each attribute values discretization using dynamic clustering algorithm described previously.
Step 2 calculate the upper bound of each attribute value (lower bound is 1), and initialize the particles and its' speed.
Step 3 is Parallel search or serial search. Parallel search is to search for each category swarm until it reaches the stagnation conditions applying multi-sub-swarm PSO algorithm, and serial search is to search in turn for the categories swarm determined before.
Step 4 is rule set creating by collecting the optimal value of each subswarm. If use serial search, this step remove the sample data covered by the optimal value from sequential covering algorithm and then turn to step 3.
Step 5 is rules reduction for the containment relationship rules of the rule set. The rule of the optimal value of sub-swarm and the rule of the large sample data covering intersection of swarms have the containment relationship.
Step 6 is classification of the final rule set according to the classification accuracy. For data have the same precision, use the distance of the samples to be classified and conflicts rules to resolve.
Step 7 is ending.
III. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM TEST
To verify the effectiveness of the classification algorithm based MSSPSO, we select Iris data set for testing in UCI [15] data set. Data preprocessing contains the standardizing attribute values and clustering characteristics attribute. We derive the number of attributes from the attribute discretization value by clustering each attribute of data set. By MSSPSO clustering algorithm [16] , the number of processed data characteristic attributes shown in following table I. setosa  1  3  1  1  setosa  2  4  1  1  setosa  3  3  2  2  versicolor  2  3  2  2  versicolor  3  3  2  2  versicolor  2  1  2  2  versicolor  3  2  2  2  versicolor  3  2  3  3  virginica  4  3  3  3  virginica  3  3  2  3  virginica  3  2  3  3  virginica  3  3  3  3  virginica In order to understand MSSPSO classifier performance, we classify the Iris data set to comparative experiments results by using Naive Bayesian classifier and C4.5 classifier built-in Weka and MSSPSO classifier in this paper. The results are shown in following table III. The experimental results show that, MSSPSO classifier has the same prediction accuracy and performance as C4.5 decision tree classifier and is slightly better than the naive Bayes classifier. Using MSSPSO classifier algorithm is feasible and effective.
IV. CLASSIFICATION RULE EXTRACTION GAS EMISSION CONCENTRATION
A. The Characteristics of Gas Emission Concentration Data
A lot of gas emission concentration data were stored in Information Decision Support System in Liaoning Xiaoming and Xiaoqing Coal Mine. We use the coal gas emission concentration data of Xiaoqing Coal Mine, whose period is from the July 16, 2003 -September 20, measuring point is 01A01, and the number of the recorded is 1840, of which 20 records are shown in table IV. Analysis of data in the table shows, the characteristic attributes, such as burial depth, coal seam thickness, gas content, daily advance, coal seam interval and daily output, have a causal relationship with gas emission concentrations, and there are certain rules which exist between them.
For the factors affect the concentration of gas emission, some of it have been mastered by engineering and technical personnel, and unknown or uncontrollable factors still exist, which caused the collected data have a certain loss. Characteristic properties appeared in table IV, already mastered for engineering and technical personnel, have a significant impact on the gas emission concentration. Gas emission concentration data in Coal Mine inherently relates to attributes and their characteristics properties.
B. Data Preprocessing
The number of categories of characteristic attributes is derived by data discretization, which is data preprocessing including data cleansing and characteristic attributes clustering operation. Using clustering algorithm based on MSSPSO clustering algorithm, the number of categories of each characteristic are shown in the following table V. 1  1  2  3  5  1  1  3  1  1  2  3  4  1  1  4  1  2  3  4  3  2  1  5  2  2  3  4  4  2  1 6   4  3  4  2  1  2  1  7  4  2  4  2  1  1  2  8  4  3  4  2  1  2  2  9  5  3  5  3  2  3  2  10  5  3  5  2  1  3  2  11  5  6  6  1  3  5  3  12  5  6  5  1  2  5  3  13  5  6  6  1  3  5  3  14  6  7  7  1  2  6  3  15  6  6  7  1  2  6  3  16  2  2  3  3  2  1  1  17  4  3  4  2  1  2  2  18  6  7  7  1  4  6  3  19  4  3  4  2  3  2  1  20  1  2  3  4  3 
D. Reduction Rules
Reduction rules should follow the principles of the safe side. For the above rules, the emission concentration rules reduction should be retained important attributes taken a relatively safe value. For example, the 4 rules above, having equal importance to the reserved property, shall be taken as security value reduction as follows:
Burial depth = 5 ∧ Coal seam thickness = 6 ∧ Gas content = 6 ∧
Daily output = 5 => Gas Emission concentration = 3 (high).
Obtaining gas emission concentration rules, we can interpret and assessed the rules, of which the final rules will be stored in the knowledge database for assisting mine gas forecasts.
V. CONCLUSIONS
MSSPSO classification algorithm forms the best category on multi-sub-swarm particle swarm optimization clustering features. Classifier uses natural number coding, avoiding the use of binary encoding to avoid the inconvenience of particle velocity updates with the different dimensions of the particle properties. Data preprocessing using MSSPSO algorithm is in order to make the data attribute values for particle encoding. According to the characteristics of Mine gas emission concentration data, the multiple sub-swarm particle swarm classifier is used for gas emission concentrations classification rule extraction. Through training mine gas emission concentration data, emission rules of it are get for auxiliary mine gas forecasts with ensuring a minimum of redundant rules.
